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ON THE CCCASIONAL D<l-':INJ.NCE OF 'IHE "PERCEPTIELE PHENOmE" IN MAN* 

by 

Ltlo Szilard 
T:~e Unive?sity of Cldeagc 

People gene·~ally oelieve, OZJ tJ!e basis oi' · -ei;>"'dc;.y exp3rieneell that soJ 

E.nd ds.ughtera .fraqu.eJ ely zoeserr.ble o.ne» or the . oJ:}J~r. c!' .h ~ entso FrequEntly, 
Sbit:~_L{ ,/ 

J'Bople remark that :. boy or a girl is the 1h:V¥;-_J~,~~e ' 
~<..Jt is by ·,? means self-evid.,t, howe •e• Fw such ·•t iking resem~ 
. "' · ~ a out is frequently as people, ... ightl~· o.,.. urongl:r r believe that 1 hey 

(.0,_ 

It is, of course, conceivable uhat people might be wrong and S'~ch striling 

I esellblancos r J..g~t Je much less frequent than t er beli~t ve 1;hem to bao In the 

~ i:rcumstanc , a v~lid dotermir.ation of just hO! often a bo~r or a girl showf a 

ITarked resutblance .. o one of the parents would appe:1r to be very desirable 't 

this point and I in~end to describe elsewhere a n:et~:1od that would pe.rm.it this to 

e acccrn~ ~1 shad a 

In the meantin1 ~ I propose to assume the vaU di liy of thu gt~nerally held 

belie! that a markecl l~esemblan::e o:f a child to onG of ·!;he pr.rents is rather 

::req• ente I stall <llso assume th.lt a really strilcii:-g resanblance be':,wee:n 

un:: 1lated individua.:.s is extreiuel:r rare; in my who:La life J have c~acr ss .y-

crf y one or two caEes tvhere a ')oy or a girl appeared to be th/ r1l!i~~ ~ ' 
s ..mecne whom I knew· and to HhOHl ·chey were r ot relat(,do 

The tvay a person looks, m•JVaa, and the qu!Uit.y of his voice·, malce up most 

c·::' nhat may be called the "pe:r·~ept.ible phenotype 11 o~' the inoi v:i duaL Be•~aus ~ of 

the very great va:dety of perct~pt.ible phenotypas r1i1~hin a pcpulation! it seau 

r13asc .abla to assume that the perceptible phenot.ype is determined by a fairl r 
lm e number of geneso In ordo:r to be able to expl~in a high frequency for 

g·~rl or boy to appeer to be tho split :L112.ge of t.he ~.ath~r or th mother ue s 1all 

·------
* This work lv:l.S perform.e.:l under a research grant of the National Inst.itutes 

of Jealth 



first of all assUli'le tha·ii all the :releva11.t genes fon. a single linkago group 

TQ'hich wa shall designate as tlm npp (perceptible pheno·~yps) linkage group"o 

T;1is assumption wou. .. d nppear t•' be a necessary condition fot· a high frequency 

oi marked resemblant:e? between a child and one of the parent So It csnnot bj 

i '6self explain, howE:ver, ~ihy such resemblances should occur n--i.th a high freq1ency~ 
bocause each indivi,:.ual carr:ieu t1>10 homologous copies of the PP gene~1, one c-,py 

inherited fran the father and one copy inherited frol!l the mother and one would 

expect the prasent;e of trro different PP groups to blur an;r resemblance of an 

individual to ebher of its pai>e11tsc 

In order fio explain a strikir>.g resemblance of e.n individual to one of 1-~s 

parents, one would have to post.ul:ate that the l'P group of genes, derived fran 

tbat parent, has somehow acquired dorrdrumce over the PP group inherited from the 

other paren'l,o Thus the questic•n arises whether it may be po3sible tc think of 

a plausible mechanism which could account for the occasional dominance of tho 

perceptible phenotypeo 

vTe are lad to postulate a particular mechanism which co~.tld account for this 

phen.M'I1enon on the basis of the following considerations: 

It appears to b) well established that in many of the somatic cella of the 

tamale only one of t~1e two !-chromosomes is functional and the other X-chromosane 

undergoes heterochranatinisation, bacomes heteropycnotic, and forms the so-called 

sax-chranatin body. It appears that this heterochranatinisat.ion is induced in a 

l arge part of one of the X-chronosomes of the somatic cells at an ear~ embr,yonic 

stage. Generally sp(~aking, the two X-chranosomes of a female have an equal 

probability to tUldergo hateroch~omatinisation in her somatic cella. but once one 

of the !=chromosomes has undergone heterocbroma-t.inisation in a somatic cell, then 

thereafter that chrauosome will fo:rm the sex-chromatin body in all o£ the 

descendants of that somatic cello11213 

Recently, however, there ru1ve been found exceptions to t·his genel!"al. ruleo 4 

In the cases of two female pati1~nts, each of tman carried an X-chromosome l-Thich 

was structurally abnormal, it wus found that in all the somatic cells of the 

patient this abnormal X-chrcmosome was consistently heteropycnotic enci late 
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replicatingo ll these "· ro cases cne might choose to sey tha:. the X-::hromosome 

urich nad the abnomal siiructur·e t.appened to be '1weaker" tha_1 the ot er, normal, 

X-chranosome, a 1d tlnt the nonnal X-chranosome astabliffi d i ~s dCillin ce by 

s;pp~esing the abnonnal X-chrcmosomeo 

The5e two example~ shou that, at. least in the c se of t 1e !-chromosome, 

there is kl'lown to exist a mcch&nism o1hich I1J.83' occasicmally pt!nnit one of two 

hcmologous chranosoMes to establi~h i~s dominance by rendariJg the other 

chromoeome non-functionalo 

The PP linkage gr-oup o~~ genes cannot be assumed to be located on th~ 

X-chromosome, because if it wez·e so located, then boys t.zould al.v1ays shat-r 

striking resemblance to i';heir n:.other and never to their .fath!ro Therefore vo 

must assume that the PP group js located on one of tte aut.os•)mes ; which we may 

d~ signata as the PP-autosorm3o In order to explain the occasioral dominance of 

tre perceptible phenotype o..: tr.e father or of t.ha mot,her, we propose to postulate 

tt.at each PP linkage g· oup of genes possesses a certE-.in 11 str3ngth11 • We further 

p·:Jatulate tha·~ if the PP linkagl9 group of genea l-Jhich en indl.vidual inherits fran, 

say, ·t.he father has a much grea.ter 11 strength11 than the homologous group of gones 

which that individual ·nherits from its mother, tl er: during early embryonal 

development the stronger PP linkage group suppresses the ueaker one (in the aame 

manner as the normal X-chromoscme appeexa to have suppressed the abnonnal 

X-chranosome in the case of the two patj,~l}ts myp.t~orad above) and, accordingly, 
It /J'm'#PH/'_ £~,~~"'/' ...,.-' 

this individual would then be the sF4M !1"1!1~ 11rfathero 

The mechanism described above might have evolved becausa of the evolutionary 

aavantage that would be posses~.ed by a population ir t-rhich t.ne dominance of i~he 

perceptible phenot7pe is a frequent occurrence, over a popul3ticn in which i~ 

is noto 

Ir1 Man there anpear:~ to bEt a strong "aesthetic selection" at work in tho 

choice of the mate l4hich is gujded by the perceptiblEl phenot.)'J>Elo If there were 

n· correlation, or cnly~zo:r wwak correlation, between the p9rceptible pheno·;iyp! 

and the genotype of the :t.nd.i. vic.us.l, then such an aeBthetic selection could. not 

make any constructive cont.ribut.ion, either to the development. of new evolutionary 



t.raita, or even to tho pre ent.iot o~oration ,,f the genotn>• •ilieh '"'II' 

result fran spontar.eous mtLtatiOD.E.o 

If the dooinar.ce of the perceptible pnen<,typa is sufficiently frequent:, 

then there is a. stror,g t•orrela.tion between th. perceptible phenotype and tho 

e;eno\jype of tha inaivi.c~·.1al anc, because the aesthetic uelection r..ay be assum•1d 

to b"' a very por..,-erful •me, PP-autoaomes, l-Ihich may ha.v-e undergone major challges 

l hrough spontaneous mr.tations, could spread rapidly· through tl' e whole inter ... 

breecdng populatior i 1hen this aut.osane undergoes a further lllutation sultil1g 

_.n an aesthet.icall;y attractiYe perceptible phenotypea 

giv3s the appearana' 

J-€!:S6E-;l:P&~u:::.J.~~nd which 

repl'!~sents a parado that nee6s t.o be resol vedo 

This exce•JtiorJ is exem.plifiE1d by the colour of the ey o In cor~tamporary 

populations .,J find both dark eyed and blue eyed incli vidual.s, "blue eyes" being 

J·eca3sive a1JJfi ttdark eyes" beir:g dominanto The eye colour ia determined by n 

~.ingle genJ locus which has a conspicuous effect Oil the perceptible phenotype of 

he lndbidual and which must. consequently also affect the "aesthetic selection" 

in t :1e .:hoic ~ of tn3 mateo Yet, this gene loc..'US cannot be :>art of the PP linkage 

(•f ge•,es, otherwise 11d.ark eyes" could l'>ardly be alwf.\ys domillanto 

'!his paradox may be resolved as follows: In early pre1istoric times 

d:i~'forent populations, living in geographically adje.cent araas, lived in 

romparative :isolation from each other.. .?At us now ssume that such a populution 

·as hcmo;;ygous for "blue eyes" while another population» li·nng in an ad.jacont 

area.~- was homozygous for 11da.rk eyeo 11 .. Let us furthl!.r assum•ll, that at sane point 

in time cross-breeding bettveei1 these two, previousl:cr isolat•3d1 populations has 

c.ccurred and has led o a mixed population which was heterozygous for eye colour., 

Eecause aesthetic s3lection for ''blue eyes 11 or "dark eyes'' may be assumed to be 

exceedingly X"apid, the period of t.ime vrhich it would have t ken for the mixod 

population to becoma homozygous eit er for "blue eyes" or for "dark eyes" mc.~y be 

ssusned to have been so short as to be negligible, from a.n •3volutionary point or 
view After a shorli transiticnal pariod of time, t.he mixed populat.ion would have 



beecme han.ozygous fo:!' eye r.c.Lour and thereafter aesthabic se~.ect.ion tfould have 

again been so:el7 guided ty the PP linkage group of genaso 

The contemporarJ popLU.ations. which include both blue eyed and dark eyed 

individuals have resultfJ ... from cross-breedings which have talcen place comparatively 

recently - as the eo:1S(J~uenee of the high mobility of populat.ions, newly acquired 

in historic, and lat03 ~:rehistoric, times., 

Until I saw a ua.y •Jf resolv.ing the above described paradox it has fomed 

for me a mental block, wicb ke:pt me from finding any plausible explanation for 

the occasional dominan:e of the perceptible phenotypee 
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ON TBE OCCASIONAL DOMI NANCE OF THE '~ERCEPTIBLE PHENOTYPE" IN MAN* 

by 

Leo Szilard 
The Sal k Institute for Biol ogical Studies 

La Jolla, Californi a 

1 , 

I ~J 

People generally believe , on the bas is of everyday experience, that sons and 

daughters frequently resemble one, or the other, of t he parents . Frequently, people 

remark that a boy or a girl is the "spitting i mage" of the father or the mother . It 

is by no means self-evident , however, how such striking resemblances might come about 

as frequently as people, rightly or wrongly, believe that they do . 

It i s, of course, conceivable that people might be wrong and such striking 

resemblances might be much less frequen~ than they believe them to be. In the 

circumstances, a valid determination 'of just how often a boy or a girl shows a marked 

resemblance to one of the parents would appear to be very desirable at this point and 

I i ntend to describe elsewhere a method that would permit this to be accomplished. 

In the meantime I propose to assume the val idity of tne generally held belief 

that a marked resemblance of a child to one of the parents is rather frequent . I shall 

also assume that a really striking resemblance between unrelated individuals is 

ext r emely rare ; in my whole life I have come across only one or two cases where a boy 

or a girl appeared to be the "spitting image" of someone whom I knew and to whom they 

were not related. 

The way a person looks, moves, and the quali ty of his voice, make up most of what 

may be called the "perceptible phenotype" of the individuaL Because of the very great 

variety of perceptible phenotypes wi thin a population, it seems reasonable to assume 

that the perceptible phenotype is determined by a fa irly large number of genes . In 

order to be able to explain a high frequency for a girl or boy to appear to be the 

"spitting image" of the father or the mother we shall first of all assume that all the 

* This work was per formed under a research grant , administered by The University of 

Chicago, of the General Medical Sciences Division of the National Institutes of Health . 
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relevant gen s f orm a single linkag~ group which we shal l designa t e as the 

i~p {per~ep~fble phenotype) l ink30 group " o This assum· ~ ~~ woul ~ppear t o 

be a ne~essa~y condition for a hi gh frequency of marked resemblances be t ween 

a child 3nd one of t he parents o I t c nnot by itself explain~ however~ why 

s~ch resemblances should occur with a htgh frequency, because each indi vi dua l 

~~~rtea ~o homologous copies of t he PP genes, one copy inherited r om t he 

fath~r and one copy ~nherited from the mother and one would expect t he presence 

of two different PP groups to blur any resemblance of an individua l to either of 

its pare~~ o 

In order to explain a striking resemblance of an i ndividual t o one of 

its parents, one would have to postulate that t he PP group of genes , der ived from 

t ha t parent , has somehow acquired domi nance over t he PP group i nherited f rom the 

other pa ento Thus t he question arises whether it may be possibl e to t h i nk of 

a plausib t mechanism which could account for the occasional domi nance of the 

perceptible phenotype o 

We are led to postulate a particular mechanism which could account for this 

phenomenon on the basis of t he following considerations ~ 

It appears t o be we 1 established t hat in many of t he s omat i c cells of the 

female only one of the two X-chromosomes is funct i onal and t he other X-chromosome 

undergoes heterochromatinisation, becomes heteropycnotic , and f orms t he co- called 

sex-chromatin body o It appears that thi heterochromatinisation i s i nduced in a 

large part of one of the X-chromosomes of the somatic cells a t an early embryonic 

stage o Generally speaking , the two X-chromosomes of a female have an equal 

probability to undergo heterochr omatinisation in her somat ic ce lls , but once one 

of the X-chromosomes has undergone heterochromatin isation i n a somatic ce l l, then 

thereafter t hat chromosome will form the sex-chromatin body i n all of t he 

descendants of that somatic cell o l, 2 , 3 o 

Recen lyj however , there have been found except i ons to t his general rule o 

tD the cases of t wo fema e patients, each of whom carried an X-chr omos ome which 

was structurally abnormalj it was found that in all t he somatic ce lls of the 

patient this abnorma X-chromosome was cons is tently heteropycnotic and late 

4 
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replicating . In these two cases one mi ght choose to say t hat the X-chromosome 

which had the abnormal structure happened to be ' 'weaker" than the other, normal, 

X-chromosome, and that the normal X-chromosome established its dominance by 

suppressing t he abnormal X-chromosome . 

These two examples show that, at least in the case of the X-chromosome, 

t here is known to exist a mechanism which may occasionally permit one of two 

homologous chromosomes to establish its domi nance by rendering the other 

chromosome non-functional . 

The PP linkage group of genes cannot be assumed to be located on the 

X-chromosome, because if it were so located, then boys would always show a 

striking resemblance to their mother and never to their father . Therefore we 

must assume that the PP group is located on one of the autosomes which we may 

designate as t he PP- autosome . In order t o explain the occasional dominance of 

the perceptible phenotype of the fa t her or of the mother, we propose to postulate 

t hat each PP linkage group of genes possesses a certain "strength". We further 

postulate that if the PP linkage group of genes which an individual inherits from, 

say, the father has a much greater "strength" than the homologous group of genes 

which t hat i ndividual inherits from its mo ther, then during early embryonal 

development the stronger PP linkage group suppresses the weaker one (in the same 

manner as the normal X-chromosome appears to have suppressed the abnormal 

X-chromosome i n t he case of the t wo patients ment i oned above) and, accordingly, 

t his i ndividual would then be the "spitting image" of its father. 

The mechanism described above might have evolved because of the evolutionary 

advantage that woul d be possessed by a populat i on in which the dominance of the 

perceptible phenotype is a frequent occurrence, over a population in which it is not . 

In Man there appears to be a strong "aesthetic selection" at work in the 

choice of t he mate which is gui ded by the perceptible phenotype . I f there were 

no correlation, or only very weak correlation, between the perceptible phenotype 

and t he genotype of t he i ndivi dual , then such an aesthetic selection could not 

make any constructive contribution, either to the development of new revolutionary 



traitsr 0~ even to the prevention o deteriorat on of the genotype which may 

result from spontaneous mu Lations . 

If the dominance of the perceptible phen type is sufficiently frequent~ 

then t here is a strong correlation between the per eptible phenot ype and the 

3enotype of the i ndividual and because the aesthetic selection may be assumed 

to be a very powerfu one , PP-autosomes ~ which may have undergone major changes 

through spontaneous mutations, could spread rapidly through the whole inter-

breeding population when this aut osome undergoes a urther mutation resulting 

in an aesthetically attractive perceptib e phenot ype o 

There is one type o conspicuous "exception" which gives the appearance 

of contradicting the general scheme of things, described above, and which 

represents a paradox that needs to be resolved . 

This exception is exemplified by the colour of t he eye . In contemporary 
\ 

populations we find both dar k eyed and blue eyed individuals, ''blue eyes" being 

recessive and "dark eyes" being domi nant . The eye colour is determined by a 

single gene locus which has a conspicuous effect on the perceptible phenotype of 

the individual and which must consequently a lso affect the "aesthetic selection" 

in t he choice of the mate . Yet, t his gene locus cannot be part of the PP linkage 

of genes, otherwise "dark eyes" coul d hardly be always dominant . 

This paradox may be resolved as follows: In early prehistoric times 

different populations, liv ng i n geogr aphically adjacent areas, lived in 

comparative isolation from each o her . Let us now assume that such a population 

was homozygous for ''b lue eyes" while another population, living in an adjacent 

area , was homozygous for "dark eyes " . Let us further assume, that at some point 

in time cross-breeding between these two, previously isolated, populations has 

occurred and has led to a mixed population which was heterozygous for eye colour . 

Because aesthetic selection for ''blue eyes" or "dark eyes" may be assumed to be 

exceedingly r apid, the period of t i me which it would have t aken for the mixed 

population to become homozygous either for "blue eyes" or fo r "dark eyes" may be 

assumed to have been so short as to be negligible, from an evolutionary point of 

view. A ter a shor t transiti onal p~ riod of i me, the mixed population would have 



become homozygous for eye colour and thereafter aesthetic selection would have 

again been solely guided by the PP linkage group of genes . 

The contemporary populations, which include both blue eyed and dark eyed 

individuals have resulted from cross-breedi ngs which have taken place comparatively 

recently - as the consequence of the high mobil i ty of populations, newly acquired 

i n historic, and late prehistoric, times . 

Until I s aw a way of resolvi ng t he above described paradox it has formed 

for me a mental block , which kep t me from findi ng any plausible explanation for 

t he occasional domi nance of the percepti ble phenotype . 
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ON THE OCCASIONAL DOMJNANCE OF THE 11 PERCEPI'IBLE PHENOTYPE11 IN MAN~ 
by 

Leo Szilard 
The University of Chicago 

People generally believe, on the basis ~ everyday experience, 

that sons and daughters frequently resemble one >or the other.J of the 

parents. Frequently, people remark that a boy or a girl is the split 

image of the father or the mother. It is by no means self-evident, 

however, how such striking resemblances might come about as frequently 

as people, rightly or wrongly, believe that they do. 

It is, of course, conceivable that people might be wrong and such 

striking resemblances might be much less frequent than they believe 

them to be. In the circumstances, a valid determination of just how 

often a boy or a girl shows a marked resemblance to one of the parents 

would appear to be very desirable at this point and I intend to describe 

elsewhere a method that would permit this to be accomplished. 

In the meantime I propose to assume the validity of the generally 

held belief that a marked resemblance of a child to one of the parents 

is rather frequent. I shall also assume that a really striking 

resemblance between unrelated individuals is extremely rare; in my whole 

life I have come across only one or two cases where a boy or a girl 

appeared to be the split image of someone whom I knew and to whom they 

were not related. 

The way a person looks, moves, and the quality of his voice, make 

up most of what may be called the "perceptible phenotype" of the 

individual. Because of the very great variety of perceptible phenotypes 
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within a population, it seems reasonable to assume that the perceptible 

large number of genes. In order phenotype is determin~~~airly 

to be able to explain . requency for a girl or boy to appear to be 

the split image of the father or the mother we shall first of all assume 

that all the relevant genes form a single linkage group which we shall 

designate as the "pp (perceptible phenotype) linkage group". This 

assumption would appear to be a necessary condition for a high frequency 

)< of marked resemblances between a child and one of the parents. QgtJrt 
/vu~r/ 

)'( i self explaiz;,e:ny such resemblances should occur with a high 

frequency/ ~!vidual carries two homologous copies of the PP genes, 

one copy inherited from the father and one copy inherited from the mother~ 

one would expect the presence of two different PP groups to blur any 

resemblance of an individual to either of its parents. 

In order to explain a striking resemblance of an individual to one 

~ of its parents, one would have to postulate that the PP group of genes/ 

J( derived from that parent1has somehow acquired dominance over the PP group 

inherited from the other parent. Thus the question arises whether it 

may be possible to think of a plausible mechanism which could account for 

the occasional dominance of the perceptible phenotype. 

We are led to postulate a particular mechanism which could account 

for this phenomenon on the basis of the following considerations: 

It appears to be well established that in many of the somatic cells 

of the female only one of the two X-chromosomes is functional and the 

other X-chromosome undergoes heterochromatinisation, becomes heteropycnotic, 

and forms the so-called sex-chromatin body. It appears that this hetero-
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chromatinisation is induced in a large part of one of the X-chromosomes 

of the somatic cells at an early embryonic stage. Generally speaking1 

the two X-chromosomes of a female have an equal probability to undergo 

heterochromatinisation in her somatic cells, but once one of the X-

chromosomes has undergone heterochrornatinisation in a somatic cell, then 

thereafter that chromosome will form the sex-chromatin body in all of 

l 2 3 
the descendants of that somatic cell. , , 

Recently, however, there have been found exceptions to this general 

4 
rule. In the cases of two female patients, each of whom carried an 

X-chromosome which was structurally abnormal1 it was found that in all 

the somatic cells of the patient this abnormal X-chromosome was consis-

tently heteropycnotic and late replicating. In these two cases one 

might choose to say that the X-chromosome which had the abnormal structure 

happened to be "weaker" than the other, normal1 X- chromosome., and that 

the normal X-chromosome established its dominance by suppressing the 

abnormal X- chromosome. 

These two examples show that., at least in the case of the X-chromosome., 

there is known to exist a mechanism which may occasionally permit one of 

~ two homologous chromosomes to establish its dominance by rendering 

the other chromosome non-functional. 

The PP linkage group of genes cannot be assumed to be located on the 

X-chromosome., because if it were so located., then boys would always show 

a striking resemblance to their mother and never to their father. Therefore 

we must assume that the PP group is located on one of the autosomes which 

we may designante as the PP-autosome. In order to explain the occasional 
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dominance of the perceptible phenotype of the father or of the mother# 

we propose to postulate that each PP linkage group of genes possesses 

a certain "strength". We further postulate that if the PP linkage 

group of genes which an individual inherits from1 say1 the father has 

a nruch greater 11 strength" than the homologous group of genes which that 

individual inherits from its mother1 then during early embryonal 

development the stronger PP linkage group suppresses the weaker one 

(in~ the same manner as the normal X-chromosome appears to have 

suppressed the abnormal X-chromosome in the case of the two patients 

mentioned above) and1 accordingly1 this individual would then be the 

~lit image of its father. 

The mechanism described above might have evolved because of the 

evolutionary advantage that would be possessed by a population in which 

the dominance of the perceptible phenotype is a frequent occurrence# 

over a population in which it is not. 

In Man there appears to be a strong "aesthetic selection" at work 

in the choice of the mate which is guided by the perceptible phenotype. 

If there were no correlation1 or only very weak correlation1 between 

the perceptible phenotype and the genotype of the individual1 then such 

an aesthetic selection could not make any constructive contribution~ 

either to the development of new evolutionary traits, or even to the 

prevention of deterioration of the genotype which may result from 

spontaneous mutations. 

If the dominance of the perceptible phenotype is sufficiently 

frequent)then there is a strong correlation between the perceptible 

phenotype and the genotype of the individual and because the aesthetic 
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selection may be assumed to be a very powerful one, PP-autosomes, 

which may have undergone major Changes through spontaneous mutations, 

could spread rapidly through the whole inter-breeding population when 

this autosome undergoes a further mutation resulting in an aesthetically 

attractive perceptible phenotype. 

There is one type of conspicuous "exception" which gives the 

appearance of contradicting the general scheme of things, described 

above, and which represents a paradox that needs to be resolved. 

This exception is exemplified by the colour of the eye. In 

contemporary populations we find both dark eyed and blue eyed individuals, 

"blue eyes" being recessive and "dark eyes" being dominant. The eye 

colour is determined by a single gene locus which has a conspicuous effect 

on the perceptible phenotype of the individual and which must consequently 

also affect the "aesthetic selection" in the choice of the mate. Yetp 

this gene locus cannot be part of the PP linkage of genes, otherwise 

f_ 11 dark eye§ could hardly be always dominant. 

A This paradox may be resolved as follows: In~ic times 

different populations, living in geographically adjacent areas, lived in 

comparative isolation from each other. Let us now assume that such a 

"A 1 ' population was homozygous for "blue eyes11 while another population/living 

'/ in an adjacent are' was homozygous for 11 dark eyes". Let us further 

)\ assum~that at some point in time cross-breeding between these two, 

previously isolated, populations has occurred and has led to a mixed 

population which was heterozygous for eye colour. Because aesthetic 

selection for "blue eyes11 or 11 dark eyes" may be assumed to be exceedingly 
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rapid, the period of time which it would have taken for the mixed 

population to become homozygous either for "blue eyes" or for "dark eyes" 

may be assumed to have been so short as to be negligible, from an 

evolutionary point of view. After a short transitional period of time, 

the mixed population would have become homozygous for eye colour and 

thereafter aesthetic selection would have again been solely guided by 

the PP linkage group of genes. 

The contemporary populations, which include both blue eyed and dark 

eyed individuals have resulted from cross-breedings whiCh have taken 

place comparatively recently - as the consequence of the high mobility 

of populations; newly acquired in historic, and late prehistoric, times. 

Until I saw a way of resolving the above described paradox it has 

kl:T.: formed for me a mental block, which 'Pev ~ea me from finding any plausible 

explanation for the occasional dominance of the perceptible phenotype. 

This w~ was performe;{ under a resear~ grant of the Nat~nal 
Institute, of Health. (' (' ~ 
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